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CASE STUDY
Multinational IT Corporation Implements SPREO’s Indoor Navigation
& Mapping Intelligence For Increased Employee Efficiency
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Features
The headquarters of one of the
world’s largest multinational IT
corporations is implementing an
employee app for its 20 million
square foot, 50+ building campus.
The app helps employees reserve
and find over 1000 meeting rooms
across the entire campus.
The app assists visitors and
employees to find amenities, more
than 5000 “hot desks”and more.

• Indoor and outdoor real-time
navigation (blue-dot)
• Workspace location
• Location sharing
• 3D-mapping and POI data
• Proximity notifications
• Conference room reservation
• Hoteling/Hot Desking
• Admin analytics

“As a leading player in the tech
space we wanted to find
cutting-edge
technologies for our advanced
campus that will make visitors
and employees feel
welcome and productive”
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The Challenges

As a global company, they need to accommodate
thousands of visitors and hoteling employees
from around the world. Such large-scale
campuses create productivity challenges for
employees, visitors, and facility professionals:
• Wasted time finding and waiting for meeting rooms - 40% of employees
waste up to 30 minutes a day looking for available workstations or meeting
rooms. With most employees attending between 30-60 meetings per month,
this amounts to a significant waste of time.
• Utilization of hot desks, hotel spaces, and collaboration areas – in large
campuses employees and visitors tend to over-utilize some familiar
resources, while under-utilizing others. Being able to balance the demand
and ensure availability of resources becomes very important at this scale.
• Getting around – navigating in large campuses
can be challenging for both visitors and employees.
Finding the meeting spot, the cafeteria,
and even the way to an available desk
can be frustrating and time-consuming.
• Communication – although today
everyone has their own mobile phone
finding contact details and sharing
ones location, especially indoors,
requires specialized solutions.
• Understanding trends – to optimize
the facility and its resources,
facility administrators need to
monitor usage trends and visualize
inefficiencies.
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The Solution
– An employee engagement app with indoor
navigation & mapping intelligence
The company’s mobile experience team set out to develop a comprehesive
mobile app that embraces regular facility users, enriches their campus
experience, and makes visitors feel welcome and productive.
The company selected SPREO as its technology partner to combine
communications and engagement functions with advanced
indoor navigation and mapping intelligence.
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Digital mapping with dynamic
Points Of Interest (POIs)
Maps of the entire campus and all their indoor
facilities were digitized and uploaded to SPREO’s cloud-based
centralized mapping engine. The engine supports the creation of
data-rich POIs on 3-D facility maps.
These POIs are made available to users through a ‘smart search’
function, using keywords and categories The POI’s are also available
through a location-based search function, where the user views a list
of POIs sorted by their proximity (nearest to furthest). In addition, the
POIs are organized by type so that the user can view a filtered list
(for instance, view only Conference Rooms, Hoteling Spaces or
Collaboration Areas).
By clicking a POI, the user can both receive additional information
about it, or navigate to the location.

Advanced blue-dot/real-time
navigation/wayfinding
SPREO’s wayfinding technology allows mobile devices to process the
signal from nearby Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE) beacons, enabling
real-time blue-dot navigation throughout the entire campus, including
indoors-to-outdoors. The app offers users step-by-step navigation
instructions with seamless indoor and outdoor transition, time
estimates, alternative routes and POI indications along the way.
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Meeting room reservations
For more information and to schedule a demo of
the SPREO solution, please contact us at:

The
app enables
simple and |instant
meeting/conference
www.spreo.co
| info@spreo.co
+1-646-827-2769
room reservations. Within a facility, the user sees a list of
conference rooms, ordered by proximity. This list will
dynamically update as the user changes location (e.g. walks
around the floor, changes floor, or checks other available
workspaces.)
The conference room’s availability is indicated by a visual
marker. Notifications are sent to the meeting members, and
when the time comes, the app enables blue-dot navigation
and location sharing so everyone can arrive on time.

Hoteling and hot desks
A Hotel Space is a cubicle, office, or collaboration area,
which is not assigned to a particular employee. Since
more than 40% of the company’s workforce uses hotel
spaces on a regular basis, the ability to streamline the
reservation and location process is of great importance.
A user can view a list of hotel spaces ordered by their
proximity. A visual marker indicates whether the space is
available or reserved. When a user is inside a facility, the
user can simply find unclaimed hotel space, navigate to it
and simply claim it. The process is seamless and transparent
to the other employees in the facility.
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Employee engagement
The app also features advanced employee
engagement features:
• Location sharing – app users can share
their current location with other users.
• Location Based Notifications –
resource-related notifications, meeting
notifications, etc.
• Meetups – employees can use the app
to request to meet up in a facility and
then navigate to the location.
• Facility directory – POI details, contact
information, etc.
• Employee directory – employee profiles,
contact information, organizational
chart, etc.
• News and alerts – organizational news,
important alerts.
• Chat – online chat between app users.

Occupancy analytics
Facility administrators can constantly monitor the
facility usage trends and make informed decisions regarding
the optimization of resources. The system displays heatmaps of user occupancy for each floor in real-time as well as
within a timeline view. The analytics data includes statistics
on daily unique visitor counts per day, week, month, year.

For more information and to schedule a demo of
the SPREO solution, please contact us at:
www.spreo.co | info@spreo.co | +1-646-827-2769
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